Kündig Bio Agrarprodukte

®

Cereals | Legumes | Oilseeds and oil cakes

Worldwide, the share of organic food is increasing at a rapid pace, especially in Europe.
The Kündig Group has picked up on this trend early on and has consistently built and
expanded its organic commitment since the 1970s. Today, organic products account for
more than 50 percent of all goods traded by Kündig. Today, in order to further expand
our competence when it comes to organic products, we have founded the Kündig Bio
Agrarprodukte GmbH in Berlin.

LONG-TERM PURCHASE CERTAINTY Kündig is a traditional family-run, international
trading company focused on sustainability. This is especially true when it comes to building up long-term
relationships with our customers and suppliers. We look after the agricultural companies supplying us
and advise them with regard to the different requirements including EU directives, requirements of
association such as Bio Suisse and Bio Austria as well as the guidelines of various German agriculture
associations. Upon request, Kündig Bio Agrarprodukte advises individual producers on the subject
of crop selection with regard to successful sales. Furthermore, we offer concrete support with
respect to crop rotation and the conservation of soil fertility.
With our suppliers, we discuss the possibilities and special requirements for the cultivation
of raw materials for the dietary food sector (e.g. baby food), the cultivation of gluten-free
products, the propagation of seed and the cultivation of high-priced niche products. We do
so by taking into account the speciﬁc conditions of our partner’s region and country. For
this purpose, we offer long-term purchase or contract cultivation concepts, which enable
the individual agricultural business to plan beyond each individual harvest year.

FULL ACCEPTANCE We offer the acceptance of all common cereals, oilseeds and legumes as raw materials by truck (tipper 25 t or big bag approx. 22 t)
from the producer or delivered freely to one of our warehouse or customer
locations. In terms of cooperation with our suppliers, we do not restrict ourselves
to “cherrypicking” individual premium products. Rather, we offer, as far as
desired, the acceptance of all threshing crops which are produced by the
respective farm within the framework of an optimal crop rotation.
Are you interested in contracts for different crops (for example, according
to your crop rotation) over several years? Please do not hesitate to contact
us – we offer one-year and multi-year concepts for all crops, in every
quality and in every market-conform scale for both consumer and
fodder products.
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